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Dive Trips

Lots of News this month – but not surprising, there’s not many Dive reports! There is the
second part of Dave Goddard’s diving safari, but (to honour my agreement with Nigel) no
report from me of the Red Sea trip I did (yet).
The Dinner Dance went well and the Awards were given out (see news page for details).
On that subject I was honoured with the Silver Dolphin (for underwater photography).
Now you may think that if I’m winning it, I should not rock the boat – but I have
suggested some changes in the competition to try and even out the competition and
promote more entries – mainly from the less experienced photographers in the club. The
committee are considering my proposals – I’ll let you know what they decide.
The new boat (replacement for Lucky) is on it’s way. No doubt it will be eagerly received
by all members, but especially (I would think) Mike Flatt (our Boat Officer) because he
will hopefully have to spend less time keeping it going! The job of Boat officer is one of
the many thankless tasks (I know I tried to do it) and Mike has done a sterling job with
the old Lucky – lets hope it continues with the new one.
Finally lets get diving and reverse the trend of the falling number of dives over the past
years – even if it ‘only’ down at the Cove, it may be ‘cool’ in there, but the ‘vis’ is
wonderful!
IanJ
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News Views Announcements Rumours and Letters
(And still there have been no letters)
Before anything else we must welcome two new prospective
members into the club:

And Ann-Marie Barnard Simon Benton have had a little
boy; Joel on the 31st January 2009.

Jayne and Richard Sykes have had a little girl; Harriet
Grace on 17 December 2008.
(And on this
second one I’m
sure the proud
Grandad will be
wetting the
babies head
with drinks all
round after this
week’s meeting
(Hint Pete!)).

Welcome to both Harriet and Joel
********************
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The awards were given out at our recent Dinner Dance.
Just in case you don’t know who won what:

Steve Evans (Sports)
Andrew Stevenson (Sports)
Bob Tucker (Sports)
Daryl Whyment (Sports)
***********

Chairmans Award – Pete Barnard (Founder and stalwart

Easter Trip

Dinner Dance and Awards

member of the Thursday club)

The Easter trip to Challaborough (announced last month) is
closing soon – to allow Richard time to sort out the
accommodation – if you haven’t paid your deposit by the
time you read this…you may be too late! But see Richard
for details.

Trainee of the Year – Richard Hall (Lots of successful
training completed in the year inc Instructor)

Brian Maton Award – Richard Hall (Enjoyed the diving he did)
Volnay Award – Steve Evans (Towing Skinny under a low barrier
– twice!)

******************
Forthcoming Birthdays for February:

Time Underwater – Dave Goddard (65.3 hours)
Instructing Time Underwater – Nigel Spickett (24.1 hours)

Peter Whittle
Adam Simpson
Danielle Clarke (A fairly major birthday)
Bob Tucker
Nigel Spickett
Steve Beesley (A major birthday)
Manfred Rooke
Richard Sykes
Rachel Thomas

Silver Dolphin Award – Ian Jennings (Photography)
The band used for the awards evening was Hot Property – featuring
our own Treasurer Bil (Keyboards) Johnson is shown on the front
cover. Many more photos from the eveing will be appearing shortly on
the website

********************
Recent Exam Results
Congratulations to the following on passing their theory
exams:

And for Early March
Sarah Coulon
*** Happy Birthday to one and all ***

Manfred Rooke (Ocean)
Tim Deacon (Sports)

IanJ
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Diving Officer’s Bit.

A well-laboured subject I know, but we are still missing 2
Club cylinders. Someone has them. If you have any ideas,
or even have the cylinders, please let Mike know. We are
going to need then for the next Try Dive and replacing
them will be expensive.
You may be aware that a recompression facility is being
opened at St.Cross hospital in Rugby. This is a significant
event for the area, and I am told that apart from general
medical use, this area was selected being close to Stoney
Cove and due to the fact that there have been numerous
instances of midlands based people returning from places
such as the Red Sea displaying DCI symptoms. (Makes you
think doesn’t it).
We will be having a presentation on this facility in the near
future.
Don’t forget that the next Try Dive approaches. Please
bring along any friends colleagues or family who would like
a go. No obligation.
Finally, the pool is also available for member’s families. It’s
expensive; we must use it to the full.

Looking at the snow outside, it’s quite hard to get
enthusiastic about getting into the water at present, but
at least we can think of warm, calm weather and get stuck
into some serious dive planning.
We have already had two planning evenings with 18 trips
added to the calendar during the second evening. Even if
perhaps all these trips do not actually happen, no doubt
others will be added and we can look forward to a busy and
enjoyable season.
We are currently getting Skinny Dip ready for the first
trip which will be Fran’s Bovisand training trip, and
Ribcraft are working on the new boat which will get wet
for the first time on the Boat Handling Course.
Janet and Robin have agreed to buy Lucky Dip from the
Club, so it will be travelling to Skye in the near future.
I can easily keep up with the progress of the dive trips and
the participants from the booking form, but please keep
me informed of any other diving you are doing. A word on
Tuesday evenings, an email, or a text are fine. I’m not here
to stop people diving, far from it, I want to ensure
everyone gets as much diving as possible, but I do need to
be kept up to date, particularly where the diving involves
Ocean divers and training.

Nigel
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Malawi – Part 2
The next day arrived and the boat was finally ready – we acquainted ourselves with our crew, loaded up our dive gear and leaving behind what civilisation there is in rural Malawi we headed
to the east Coast of the Lake for our next stop ‘Chiofu camp’. We managed just one dive before the light failed us. Two days and six dives later our captain Peter Malikita informed us
‘Mwera is coming tomorrow!’ ‘Who’s that?’ I asked. ‘It’s not a who it’s a what’ said Larry ‘a strong wind blowing South to North that could leave us stranded here with no diving for quite
some time’. It was therefore agreed that we should get up very early the following morning and head
to the shelter of Cape Maclear in the South of the lake. This also promised bar food, beer and a
chance to replenish our stores, so not completely bad news!

Right is our dive boat and the look out post at Chiofu camp
To the left is
our crew. First
mate Alifa
Shambuli,
captain Peter
Malakita and
cook Juma
Kalange, who
also taught me
to play Malawi
bawo (African
checkers).
Right are our tents (all had permanent beds)
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Right Per Nilsson demonstrates the local alternative to showering.
Below is the fishing village opposite our camp at Chiofu. You can clearly
see the fish drying racks.
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The boat had padded seats and a new
compressor to refill our cylinders—what
else could you need?
In calm weather we put the seat covers on
the boats fibreglass roof where we lay and
sunbathed to warm up after each dive. Just
like crocodiles ourselves!
Whenever we approached a reedy area
such as a river mouth where crocs and
hippos may be lurking we had no worries.
Malawi has a natural early warning system
in the form of ‘hippo flies’. These kind
insects always flew onto the boat as soon
as it approached and would use the dentists

drill bits attached to their heads
to warn us we were in a dangerous
area. How kind! They were so
keen and well equipped to help
they could even warn us through
the pockets of our jeans. We in
turn taught them to play squash
using our fins!
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This bird is a hammerkop. There are over 650 different bird species in
Malawi.
A blue
crab going
about his
business

Cynotilapia afra to the left and Metriaclima aurora to the right. Both of thes are known locally as ‘mbuna’.
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This is a typical reef scene. It looks like a giant quarry - lit up by a
cacophony of metallic fishes such as this Protomelas fenestratus.
Male Melanochromis always have
horizontal stripes

Left is melanochromis dialeptos female and top right is a yellow cheeked blue peacock(Aulanocara sp)
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Above left and right are
sulphur crested
lithobates from
Zimbabwe Rock and
Chinyamwezi island
respectively.

Left is a dimidiochromis compressiceps female hunting smaller
fishes. Notice the stripes used as camouflage in the weeds. The
male is below.
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Left, fish eagles are very abundant. At least one every kilometre along the lake. You can see their
aerobatic displays in the morning and late in the afternoon.

Larry
told me
that
diving in
lake
Malawi is
a bit like
diving in
an ocean
on the
moon. I expected lots of rocks and boulders
of course. But what really makes the floor of
lake Malawi look so lunar is the high number of
what look like meteorite craters. These are actually spawning pits dug out by male cichlids hoping to attract a mate. Some are small but
others are metres across. The cichlids really are top dogs down here (at least until nightfall – but that’s another story!)
Left is a large male Dimidiochromis kiwinge patrolling his
spawning site. To the right is a closer picture of the same
fish. Like most of the larger cichlids – they never let you
get too close.

….To be Continued
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Members Dives 2008 – The Final Result
You have already found out the ‘winners’ of the Time underwater and the Instructing time underwater – so simply here is the full chart:

The statistics for 2009 have already started, so lets get diving – but don’t forget to give those manager sheets to Nigel
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Ian Jennings Jan ‘09
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